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ABSTRACT

We apply and discuss generalizable Gaussian mixture
(GGM) models for textmining. The model automatically
adapts model complexity for a given text representation.
We show that the generalizability of these models depends
on the dimensionality of the representation and the sample
size. We discuss the relation between supervised and unsupervised learning in text data. Finally, we implement a
novelty detector based on the density model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval is a very active research eld which
is starting to adapt advanced machine learning techniques
for solving hard real world problems [17, 18]. Textmining or pattern recognition in text data is used to categorize text according to topic, to spot new topics, and in a
broader sense to create more intelligent searches, e.g., by
WWW search engines [12, 13, 14]. Textmining proceeds by
pattern recognition based on text features, typically document summary statistics. While there are numerous highlevel language models for extraction of text features, simple
summary statistics are still preferred because they can be
adapted automatically and continually, without costly manual intervention of language expertise. In the face of limited
sets of labeled data pattern recognition algorithms typically
fail to generalize in high dimensions, and there is a need for
ecient and robust means for data reduction and feature
extraction. To be able to generalize in high dimensions [17]
choose to apply a biased architecture, the so-called naive
Bayes classi er, here we will demonstrate generalizability
of schemes with adaptive bias.
In [7] the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) approach was
de ned. LSI is based on a summary of the term by document
matrix, i.e., a count of how often a given set of terms occur
in the set of documents under analysis. The list of terms
is adaptive and derived, e.g., by words that occur with a
certain minimum frequency, in several documents, and possibly screened by a list of simple high-frequency stop words.
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In LSI term occurrence histograms are projected on a orthogonal set of \eigen-histograms" found by singular value
decomposition. LSI can aid interpretation by visualizing
group structure in the set of documents, typically by scatter plots of the term histograms on a reduced set of salient
eigen-histograms. Another virtue of this representation is
that it can be used as a dimensionality reduction scheme.

2. GENERALIZABLE GAUSSIAN MIXTURES
Our primary pattern recognition device will be the Gaussian
mixture, see, e.g., [16] for a review. The Gaussian mixture
density of a data vector x of dimension d, is de ned as
p(xj ) =
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k P (k) = 1, and we have de ned the parameter vector
 k  fk ; k g. The parameters are estimated from a set of
examples D = fxn jn = 1; :::; N g. In the pattern recognition
literature mixture densities are most estimated by maximum likelihood (ML), using various estimate-maximize
(EM) methods [16]. The (negative log-) likelihood cost
function is de ned by
p(xj k ) = p
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and is minimized by the ML parameters. The Gaussian
mixture model is extremely exible and simply minimizing
the above cost function will lead to an \in nite over t". It
is easily veri ed that the cost function has a trivial (in nite)
minimum attained by setting k = xk for k = 1;    ; K ; 1,
and letting the corresponding covariances shrink to the zero
matrix, while the remaining K 'th Gaussian is adapted to
the ML t of the remaining N ; K + 1 data points. This
solution is optimal for the training set, but unfortunately
has a generalization error roughly equal to that of the single

\background" Gaussian. To see this, let the generalization
error is de ned as the limit
;() = Nlim
!1

N
X
n=1

; log p(xn j):

(4)

The ML mixture adapted on a nite data set has a generalization error where the singular components do not contribute because the data points assigned to them in the
training set have zero measure in the test set. This instability has lead to much confusion in the literature and
needs to be addressed carefully. Basically, there is no way to
distinguish generalizable from non-generalizable solutions if
we only consider the likelihood function. The most common
remedy is to bias the component distributions so that they
have a common covariance matrix, see e.g. [10]. Here we
have decided to combine three approaches to ensure generalizability. First, we compute centers and covariances on
di erent resamples of the data sets. Secondly, we make an
exception rule for sparsely populated components {the covariance matrix defaults to the scaled full-sample covariance
matrix. Finally we estimate the number of mixture components by choosing minimal value of the AIC-criterion [1, 9].
The algorithm is a modi ed EM procedure [8] and is dened as follows for a xed number of mixture components,
K.

Algorithm: Generalizable Gaussian Mixture
Initialization for K components
1. Compute
P the mean vector 0 =
N ;1 n xn .
2. Compute the covariance matrix of
the data set:
0 = N ;1 Pn (xn ; 0 )(xn ; 0 )>.
3. Initialize k  N (0 ; 0 ).
4. Initialize k = 0 .
5. Initialize P (k) = 1=K .

Repeat until convergence
1. Compute p(kjxn ) and assign xn to

the most likely component.
2. Split the data set in two parts1 D ,
D .
3. For each k estimate k on the points
in D assigned to component k.
4. For each k estimate k on the points
in D assigned to component k. If
the number of data points assigned
to the k'th component, Nk , is less
than d + 1, then k
(Nk k +
0 )=(Nk + 1).
5. Estimate P (k) as the frequency of
assignments to component k.

2.1. Generalizable Gaussian Mixture Classi er

In pattern recognition we are interested in the joint density of patterns x and class labels c, denoted by p(x; c) =
1

Often 50/50 splitting is used.

p(xjc)P (c) where p(xjc) is the class conditioned density and
P (c) is the marginal class probabilities. For a labeled data

set we design the classi er by adapting GGM's to each class
separately. Hence, the joint density can be written
p(x; c) =

Kc
X
k=1

p(xjk)P (kjc)P (c);

(5)

where P (kjc) and Kc are the component frequencies and
number components found for class c.
Labels are assigned to a new data point in accordance
with the optimal Bayes classi cation rule by selecting the
maximum posterior probability p(cjx).

3. GENERALIZABLE MODELS OF TEXT
To demonstrate the viability of the GGM for text modeling
we apply it to a text database for which there are some
results using an alternative strategy, namely the so-called
naive Bayes classi er, see [17]. The primary objective of
[17] is to show evidence that it is possible to enhance the
learning process by mixing in unlabeled data, but these
authors also present results from learning with labeled data
alone. Here we will produce learning curves (generalization
error as function of training set size) to compare with [17].
The available 2240 labeled documents where downloaded
from the CMU WebKB repository [6]. The web pages are labeled according to the following categories: Course (24:7%),
Faculty (21:6 %) Project (15:7%), Student (38:0%). A term
list of 13071 words that occurred in two or more documents
was de ned without screening for \stop words". Term frequency histograms (i.e., normalized to unity) were computed for all documents.
Latent semantic analysis was performed and low dimensional projections (d = 5; 20; 30) used for modeling. Projections were selected by variance (PCA).
Learning curves for the GGM classi er were estimated
by cross-validation. Data are randomly split 10 times into
a test set of (Ntest = 1240) and training sets of increasing
sizes (Ntrain = 100 ; 1000). Learning curves were estimated
as the averaged test error as a function of d, the PCA dimension. We nd a generalization cross-over as function
of the dimension so that the larger dimensional representations need more samples for generalization.
In [17] the interplay between supervised and unsupervised learning was discussed. To estimate the role of the labels for the GGM model, we have carried out a similar learning curve experiment for a \unsupervised-then-supervised"
Gaussian mixture model. In this experiment we rst estimate the GGM input density
p(x) =

X
k

P (k)p(xjk);

(6)

from all training data. Next we estimate the voting pattern
for each component in the mixture and normalize to frequencies P (cjk). The \unsupervised-then-supervised" classi er operates from the conditional probabilities
P
P (k)P (cjk)p(xjk)
P (cjx) = k
:
(7)
p(x)
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Figure 1: Learning curves for supervised learning of the generalizable Gaussian mixture (GGM) classi er. The learning
curves are indexed by the dimension of the input representation. The confusion matrix for d = 30 and Ntrain = 1000
(y refers to the estimated class) shows that the main confusion appears among Faculty and Student groups.
The learning curve for the latter and the GGM classi er are
compared in gure 2.
The proposed GGM classi er achieves classi cation rates
and learning curves comparable to those found in [17]. The
GGM model achieves this performance based on the full
13071 dimensional term-histograms showing the strength
Latent Semantic Analysis representation. This allows for
handling more complex textmining problems and also avoiding the selection of terms as in [17].
Learning is much less ecient for the \unsupervisedthen-supervised" than the supervised GMM classi er, indicating signi cant class overlap in this problem.

4. NOVELTY DETECTION
When deploying a machine learning scheme in textmining
we need to address the con dence problem of its predictions. Since the GGM classi er produces conditional probabilities we obtain in this way a clue to the \internal" condence. The magnitude of the probabilities is determined
by proximity of the decision boundary of the closest competing class. The overall test error rate give a clue to our
con dence in the probabilities obtained from the system.
However, when applied to new data the possibility exist, of
course, that the new data can not in a meaningful way be
assigned to any of the classes in the training data. In other
words we need to address the novelty problem.
In line with recent work [2, 4, 15, 3], we will here develop a novelty detector based on the input density estimate
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Figure 2: Learning curves for \unsupervised-thensupervised" learning and the supervised generalizable Gaussian mixture (GGM) classi er. Both sets of learning curves
are indexed by the dimension of the input vector. Learning
is much less ecient for the unsupervised procedure indicating signi cant class overlap.
available through the GMM model,
p(x) =

Kc
C X
X
c=1 k=1

p(xjk)P (kjc)P (c):

(8)

Since p(x) is a probability density we cannot compare its
values directly. However, by computing the probability
Q(t) = Prob(x 2 R) where R = fx : p(x) < tg for all
thresholds t, we can set a threshold to reject low probability events2 . In gure 3 we show Q(t) based on training
and a test set gathered from the documents above. We see
that the test data are not rejected at reasonable Q-levels.
The third curve in the gure shows the list of a third independent set of documents not related in an obvious way to
the training and test sets. This data is declared novelty at
levels below, e.g., Q = 5%.

5. WEB VISUALIZATION
An objective of our multimedia aims is to create a tool
that can assist the user in navigating complex multimedia
web sites based on the VRML standard. The idea is to
create a plug-in for the browser that generates a overview
of one or more web sites At rst the supervised part uses
a list of labeled web pages, as typically can be found in a
bookmark list ordered in folders. On the basis of the labeled
pages a GGM classi er is build in order to classi es new
pages into known bookmark labels or a new type (novelty
2 Q(t) can not be computed analytically, but can be obtained
by ordering training/test set data according to p(x) values and
then forming the cumulative distribution. Another possibility is
to base the calculation on large set of Monte Carlo samples obtained from p(x). This also relates to the idea of highest probability density regions [5, Ch. 2.8].
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[2] L.D. Baker, T. Hofmann, A.K. Maccallum & Y. Yang:
\A Hierarchical Probabilistic Model for Novelty Detection in Text," preprint CMU, 1999.
[3] M. Basseville & I.V. Nikiforov: Detection of Abrupt
Changes: Theory and Application, Prentice-Hall, 1993.
[4] C.M. Bishop: \Novelty Detection and Neural Network
Validation," IEE Proceedings - Vision Image and Signal Processing, vol. 141, no. 4, pp. 217{222, 1994.
[5] G.E.P. Box & G.C. Tiao: Bayesian Inference in Statistical Analysis, John Wiley & Sons, 1992.
[6] Carnegie Mellon University. http://www.cs.cmu.edu/
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Figure 3: Novelty detection using web 173 pages from the
Department group of the WebKB data set. The model has
d = 30 dimensions and both the training and test sets contained 1120 documents. Threshold t for p(x) is selected for
Q = 5%.
class). Using unsupervised GGM clustering of the pages in
the novelty group and evaluating representative keywords
for each mixture component we are able to get an overall
description of the documents.
Four of the groups in the WebKB data set [6] have
been used as labeled data, and are grouped in: Course,
Faculty, Project and Student group. Using a fth group
(Other/Misc) of pages from the WebKB data set the, 40%
of this group is detected as novelty pages, and these were
clustered unsupervised into 4 new groups. In these groups
the most probable patterns were back-projected into histogram space. Keywords were then de ned as the most
probable terms leading to interpretation of the 4 groups as:
Places, Spare time, Computer systems and Multimedia.
Entering an unknown web site the user can without navigation learn its structure in relation to his/hers own list of
topics, e.g., given by the \bookmarks". Documents not
qualifying w.r.t. the current list of topics are represented
by a list of keywords.

6. CONCLUSION
We have proposed the generalizable Gaussian mixture model
for modeling of text based on the Latent Semantic Analysis
representation. This approach enables us to work with very
high dimensional term lists and still achieve state-of-the-art
performance. For the WebKB database we found supervised learning superior to an \unsupervised-then-supervised"
scheme. Novelty detection based on density estimates was
used to spot odd documents.
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